The formation of dark-bright vector soliton pairs in nonlocal Kerr-type nonlinear medium was studied by analytical analysis and direct numerical calculation. In addition to the stabilization of vector soliton pairs nonlocal nonlinearity also helps to reduce the threshold power for forming a guided bright soliton.
Abstract The formation of dark-bright vector soliton pairs in nonlocal Kerr-type nonlinear medium was studied by analytical analysis and direct numerical calculation. In addition to the stabilization of vector soliton pairs nonlocal nonlinearity also helps to reduce the threshold power for forming a guided bright soliton.
For nonlinear local media, dark-dark, bright-bright, or dark-bright soliton pairs can exist in normal or anomalous dispersion region in vector settings in contrast to the scalar models [1] . Especially with the help of a dark soliton, a bright soliton in nornial dispersive niedia is formed through soliton-induced guiding effect [2] . For nonlocal nonlinear medium [3, 4] , the nonlocality is known to improve the stabilization of solitons [5] at the expense of increasing their formation power due to the diffusion mechanism of the nonlinearity. This work studies vector solitons with dark-bright pairs in nonlocal nonlinear media and reveals that the threshold power for such a guided bright soliton is reduced due to the combination of nonlocality and vectorial coupling.
Two niutually incoherent wave packets propagating along the ( axis within a nonlocal Kerr-type nonlinear medium were considered. The governing equations of the vectorial Manakov system consisting components U and V are given by, 
where the subscriptions ( (4) indicates that the formiing power of bright soliton guided by a dark soliton decreases as the degree of the nonlocality increases. Moreover, when d = 0, Eq. (4) reduces to the case of soliton solutions in the local media. Figure 2 plots the dependence of threshold power for forming bright solitons with the degree of nonlocality both by direct numerical simulation of Eq. (1) and the Lagrangian equation in Eq. (2), which is consistent with the results in Fig. l(c) . Conceptually, as the degree of nonlocality increases, the tendency for refractive index to advance to the region of lower light intensity grows stronger. Even though the dark pulse almost remains unchanged, the existence of bright pulse drives out index flow. Consequently the index modulation induced by the soliton pair becomes shallower, and the nonlinearity required to form the bright soliton decreases. The power of bright soliton decreases in a dynamical balance with the refractive index flow. This implies that the threshold power to formi a bright soliton guided in the dark background can be reduced with nonlocal interaction. The stability of dark-bright soliton pairs in nonlocal nonlinear media is analyzed by standard linear stability analysis with introduction of perturbations solutions. As the case in local niedia [9] , dark-bright soliton pairs in Manakov model are stable in the nonlocal nonlinear miedia.
In conclusion, the formation of dark-bright soliton pairs in vectorial nonlocal nonlinear model was investigated analytically and numerically. In addition to the stabilization of vector soliton pairs, nonlocal nonlinearity also helps to reduce the threshold power for forming a guided bright soliton due to the dynamical balance between the nonlinearity and nonlocal induced refractive index flow. With the reduction of forming threshold power, we believe that our results are very useful for the observation of dark-bright vector soliton pairs in nonlocal nonlinear media.
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